
Uprising
a revolution of the soul

Integrity



Integrity

• Integrity is the context from which courage is 
formed.

• Integrity, like wholeness , is a by-product of our 
spiritual integration.

• Comes from the word integer, which means to 
be complete, indivisible, whole.

• If a plane lacks integrity, it disintegrates.
• If a man lacks integrity, he too will disintegrate



Integrity

• Integrity isn’t exactly as compelling a 
characteristic as many we have in this life

• We learn early on that we can succeed without 
integrity

• You can accomplish extraordinary things 
without it.

• We are surrounded by those who have the 
things/life we want and they have no integrity

• In fact, integrity seems to hold us back



but...

• The man with no integrity will quickly arrive 
at he’s “all that” and his pride will swell

• and God will shelve you if you are too proud
• Without integrity, we will find - at some point - 

we don’t have the will or the resolve to 
overcome the pressures of this life - you will 
compromise, trade-off, take short-cuts, cheat 
and pull the pin on future hand grenades that 
will take us out.



integrated with God

• “Teacher, we know you are a man of integrity.  
You aren’t swayed by men, because you pay no 
attention to who they are; but you teach the 
way of God in accordance with the truth.”   
Mark 12:14

• Jesus didn’t compromise His values.  He 
related to everyone, rich/poor, sick/healthy

• Regardless of stature, Jesus dealt with 
everyone the same way



sell-out

• “The man of integrity walks securely, but he 
who takes crooked paths will be found out.”  
Proverbs 10:9

• When we lack integrity, we alter decisions 
based on who others are or how we feel about 
them.  If we admire them or aspire to be valued 
by them, we’ll conform to be what we think 
they want us to be.

• We sell out or mask our true self to impress 



David

• Our Maximus, our Braveheart.  He was also 
deeply flawed and made terrible mistakes.

• But we learn that integrity does not mean 
being flawless but it means being false-less.

• His brothers were far more bold and noble but 
David shows up and steps UP.

• His experience keeping sheep and defending 
them against lions and bears prepared him.



Integrity - when no one 
is watching

• He knew the Lord had rescued him from the claw 
of the lion and would protect him now.

• David prepared when no one was watching for 
the moment when everyone would see.

• His resume = what he did when no one was 
looking.  God saw it.  He was entrusted with 
sheep and God knew He could trust him with 
Goliath (Jimbo Fisher Saturday night)

• Integrity is displayed when you are willing to do 
the right thing regardless if anyone ever knows



Integrity to courage

• “The wicked flee though no one pursues but the 
righteous are bold.”  Proverbs 28:1

• If you take on integrity, you’ll find an 
unexpected courage that will shape your life 
and all the pressure in the world can’t crush 
your soul - it cannot steal your hope or future.



design of nature

• The integrity of gravity...the integrity of the 
role of the antelope vs. the role of the lion...

• Everything in nature, in the created, lives out 
its intended design.

• Except man.  

• I am created for relationship with God but am 
given free will and this enables me to violate 
my integrity, my God-intended design



a disintegrated man = work, home,
church, play - he is a different 

person in each environment.  He
plays to the situation for the 

greatest personal benefit

we create this layers around us
that hide who we really are, 

facades, the poser, false-self’s 
we create to mask the core



Dating

• I am kind when there is no pressure.  I tell the 
truth when it helps me.  “He’s Mr. Wonderful”

• After about three months, some of my true self 
starts to come out and she can see the next 
layer - she starts to hear some little white lies.

• “Oh, I wonder where that angry outburst came 
from.  He’s never raised his voice at me.”

• Impatience appears.  Deception.  Perhaps at the 
deeper core, even violence.



Religion

• By the way, religion drives all your energy to 
your outer core, your primary facade.

• You create an external shell that hides who you 
are at the core.

• And that is why “religion” will leave you 
empty and fill you with guilt and shame.



but Jesus...

• Jesus came to do something dramatically 
different.  He came to give us integrity of the 
heart to change us from the inside out.

• God intends to give us a new heart - a heart of 
flesh instead of stone.

• Jesus came to realign (reintegrate) us with God.
• “Father I pray that they might be one even as 

we are one.” i.e. that they experience a level of 
integration with You connected by love.



When we lack integrity,
we live in fear.

While that fear may manifest in
many ways, it is fundamentally 

a fear of being caught, of someone
knowing who we really are

at our deepest core.

When we walk in righteousness and love what is right,
when we live in integrity, we have nothing to fear at all.

Solomon tells us, “The man of integrity walks 
securely, but he who takes crooked paths will be

found out.”  Proverbs 10:9



A noble ambition

• Integrity requires that you decide what kind of 
person you want to become.  

• It is a passionate pursuit of a different kind of 
greatness.  It inspires those who long to live 
heroic lives.  It focuses our intentions.

• There are some paths, some options, some 
directions we simply won’t take.

• We are not free from the emotion of fear, but we 
are free from its control and its paralyzing effect.



Group question

• Talk about your integrity - talk about the 
times your integrity has been tested.

• What do you lean on when tempted?

• NEXT WEEK - read chapter 5.  “Brave hearts”


